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UNIT I-V 

1. Explain different data types in C with examples. 

2. What are the different operators available in C? Explain with examples. 

3. Describe the statements for decision making, branching and looping. 

4. Write the algorithm and C program (a) print the prime numbers less than 500 (b) check 
whether a given number is prime or not (c) find sum of digits of an integer(d) find roots of a 
quadratic equation 

5. Discuss about any eight built in functions of string. 

6. Write C program (a) addition of two matrices (b) multiplication of two matrices (c) reverse a 
given string  

7. Write a C program to search an element in a given array using linear and binary search. 

8. What is an array? Discuss how to initialize a one dimensional and two dimensional arrays with 
suitable example? 

9. What is a function in C? Explain the steps in writing a function in C program with example. 

10. Write a C program to design the scientific calculator using built-in functions 

11. What is recursion? Write a C program to find the sum of the digits, to find the factorial of a 
number and binary search using recursion. 

12. Explain the concept of pass by value and pass by reference 

13. What is a structure? Create a structure with data members of various types and declare two 
structure variables. Write a program to read data into these and print the same. Justify the 
need for structured data type. 

14. Define Union. Explain Union in detail 

15. Explain about singly linked list with suitable example C program 

16. Discuss about dynamic memory allocation with suitable example C program 

17. Explain about files and with it types of file processing. 

18. Create a file, which contains a series of integer numbers. Search all odd numbers and save it to 
file called odd.txt. Search all even numbers and save it to a file called even.txt. 

19. Compare sequential access and random access. 

20. Write a C program to read name and marks of n number of students from user and store them 
in a file. If the file previously exits, add the information of n students 

21. Create a file, which contains a series of integer numbers. Search all odd numbers and save it to 
file called odd.txt. Search all even numbers and save it to a file called even.txt. 
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